. Kathu Pan 1 pigments. A, Scraped specularite, stratum 4a, F23, 40-60 cm. Scraped over most of one main surface. Inset shows close-up of initial entry points of scraping striations in top left corner. B, Possibly ground specularite, stratum 4a, F23, 40-60 cm. Corroded flat face, with remnant of original surface on far left, bearing short sections of two worn, parallel striae. Possible third striation lying above these, extending onto the corroded surface. C, Nodule of possibly ground specularite, stratum 3, F23, 30-40 cm. Illustrated face is exceptionally flat, as is the face whose straight edge can be seen in the top right corner. D, Ground specular-hematite, stratum 4b, B20, 120-140 cm. No clear striations, but up to seven flat facets, at least four of which are represented here. Insets show close-ups of facets a and b. E, Unmodified soft, greasy hematite, stratum 4a, D20, 80-90 cm. Fine specularite veining visible on the left of the image. F, Ground "weathered hematite," KP1 mixed stratum 4a/4b, C20, 80-100 cm. Note the brighter, scuffed area on the right edge. 
